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Essential Facilities and Downstream Markets: Essential Facilities and Downstream Markets: 
Lessons LearnedLessons Learned

Begins with unstated proposition of reality of essential facilitBegins with unstated proposition of reality of essential facilities at some vertical stage in ies at some vertical stage in 
telecom, electricity, rail, water, coal that prevents a completetelecom, electricity, rail, water, coal that prevents a completely laissez faire approach.ly laissez faire approach.

Fundamentals Issues: Essential facilities and vertical integratiFundamentals Issues: Essential facilities and vertical integrationon
–– (Ordover on access pricing) Tensions are that marginal cost pric(Ordover on access pricing) Tensions are that marginal cost pricing is efficient but ing is efficient but 

questions arise about whether what we mean by MC, incentives forquestions arise about whether what we mean by MC, incentives for investment, investment, 
incentive to foreclose competitors, and incentives to free ride.incentive to foreclose competitors, and incentives to free ride. Role of regulation on Role of regulation on 
investmentinvestment

(Mayo)(Mayo)–– essential facilities and incentives to capture profits may creaessential facilities and incentives to capture profits may create the te the 
““whackwhack--aa--molemole”” problem for regulators. Looked in some detail at the sabotage problem for regulators. Looked in some detail at the sabotage 
issue.  Some concern that identification of problem doesnissue.  Some concern that identification of problem doesn’’t necessarily create t necessarily create 
optimism  about solutions. optimism  about solutions. 

Fundamental tensions lead to challenges in policy arena Fundamental tensions lead to challenges in policy arena 
–– WaddamsWaddams -- Discussion of electricity policy tensionsDiscussion of electricity policy tensions
–– Sean Williams, OFCOM, Sean Williams, OFCOM, ““real equality of accessreal equality of access”” and operational separationand operational separation
–– The dual (beneficial) role of competition policy and regulatory The dual (beneficial) role of competition policy and regulatory policy (Mayo/Ordover)policy (Mayo/Ordover)
–– Pittman on options in rail access pricing including Pittman on options in rail access pricing including -- marginal cost pricing, AC pricing, marginal cost pricing, AC pricing, 

discriminatory access pricing. discriminatory access pricing. 
–– Policy toward export infrastructure with respect to coal (issue Policy toward export infrastructure with respect to coal (issue of whether export of whether export 

infrastructure requires different regulatory approach)infrastructure requires different regulatory approach)
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“[the government planner] seems to imagine that 
he can manage the different members of society 
with so much ease as the hand arranges the 
different pieces upon a chessboard; he does not 
consider that the pieces upon the chessboard have 
a principle of motion besides that which the hand 
impresses the them; but that in the great 
chessboard of human society, every single piece 
has a principle of motion of its own altogether 
different from that which the legislature might 
chose to impress upon it.”

[
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If [incentives/economic principles ] coincide and act If [incentives/economic principles ] coincide and act 
in the same direction , the game of human society in the same direction , the game of human society 
will go on eerily and harmoniously, and is very will go on eerily and harmoniously, and is very 
likely to be happy and successful.  If they are likely to be happy and successful.  If they are 
opposite or different the game will go on miserably opposite or different the game will go on miserably 
and society must be at all times in the highest degree and society must be at all times in the highest degree 
of disorder.of disorder.””
–– Adam SmithAdam Smith
–– The Theory of Moral SentimentsThe Theory of Moral Sentiments, Part VI, Sect. II, Ch. 2 , Part VI, Sect. II, Ch. 2 

[



Essential Facilities and Downstream Markets: Essential Facilities and Downstream Markets: 
Multiple Agents, Regulation and IncentivesMultiple Agents, Regulation and Incentives

Government: Absent privatization, governmental incentives may beGovernment: Absent privatization, governmental incentives may be aligned with aligned with 
company revenues rather than consumer welfare. Room to better alcompany revenues rather than consumer welfare. Room to better align incentives ign incentives 
through privatization. (Andrew through privatization. (Andrew BonwickBonwick)  Major disincentives for government )  Major disincentives for government 
regulators to impose fines on monopolist for inappropriate behavregulators to impose fines on monopolist for inappropriate behavior ior –– ““government is government is 
the monopoliesthe monopolies’’ monopolistmonopolist””. . 

Regulators: (Pittman) Price caps are higher power incentives forRegulators: (Pittman) Price caps are higher power incentives for economic efficiency economic efficiency 
but lower investment incentives. ROR are lower power incentive sbut lower investment incentives. ROR are lower power incentive schemes but may chemes but may 
prove superior in an underprove superior in an under--invested environment.   Need to create environment invested environment.   Need to create environment 
wherein agents are assured of policy incentives for investment) wherein agents are assured of policy incentives for investment) (Rod (Rod ShogrenShogren))

Consumers Consumers –– ((WaddamsWaddams) Role of consumers in the regulation/deregulation process. ) Role of consumers in the regulation/deregulation process. 
Terribly important to understand consumers incentives.  Joshua GTerribly important to understand consumers incentives.  Joshua Gains ains –– personal look personal look 
at switching costs and the possibility of Diamondat switching costs and the possibility of Diamond’’s Paradox in electricity. s Paradox in electricity. 

Incumbents Incumbents –– desire to survive and thrive. desire to survive and thrive. ““Incumbent has no incentive to harm new Incumbent has no incentive to harm new 
entrants if the price is right.entrants if the price is right.”” (Ordover) Need a regulatory/deregulatory system that (Ordover) Need a regulatory/deregulatory system that 
allows full and vigorous opportunity to compete short of using eallows full and vigorous opportunity to compete short of using extant monopoly power xtant monopoly power 
to delay, retard onset of competition. Here we CANNOT align the to delay, retard onset of competition. Here we CANNOT align the incentives of incentives of 
competitorscompetitors……dondon’’t want to! t want to! 

New entrants New entrants –– (Andrew (Andrew BonwickBonwick) Governmental BTE (6.5 kilos of regulatory ) Governmental BTE (6.5 kilos of regulatory 
documentation, revenue surety to distribution companies, unless documentation, revenue surety to distribution companies, unless ““investment gradeinvestment grade””.) .) 
implies negative cash flow for over a year. Incentives for entryimplies negative cash flow for over a year. Incentives for entry????????



Jason Kidd
Dallas Maverick’s No. 1 Draft pick

“Now that I am here, we’ll turn this program 
around 360 degrees.”



SabotageSabotage

DefinitionDefinition ---- Sabotage occurs when an Sabotage occurs when an 
incumbent networkincumbent network--based provider uses its based provider uses its 
control over network facilities to engage in control over network facilities to engage in 
nonnon--price discrimination to reduce the price discrimination to reduce the 
ability of new entrants to compete.ability of new entrants to compete.



The Generic ProblemThe Generic Problem

New Entrant

Upstream
facilities

Downstream 

Customer

Potential Anticompetitive problems
1. Denial of Access
2.  Price discrimination
3. Vertical Price Squeeze 
4. Common Cost Misallocation 
5. Common Cost Mis-estimation
6.  Sabotage

Incumbent



Sabotage and Raising RivalsSabotage and Raising Rivals’’ CostsCosts

Salop and Scheffamn (AER, 1983); 
Krattenmaker and Salop (Yale Law 
Journal 1986)

1. Bottleneck (e.g., Terminal  Railroad case)
2. Real foreclosure (e.g.,U.S. v. Aluminum 

Co. of America)
3. Cartel Ringmaster (e.g., Interstate Circuit)
4. Frankenstein monster (e.g., Klor)



RRC and SabotageRRC and Sabotage

I

1. Bottleneck
2. Real Foreclosure
3. Cartel ringmaster
4. Frankenstein MonsterI
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RRC and SabotageRRC and Sabotage
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Sabotage:  
Economides (1998)

Vertically integrated
Regulated upstream
Monopoly upstream
Cournot downstream

The vertically integrated 
monopolist will “always” have 
incentive to raise rivals costs.

Beard, Kaserman and Mayo (2001)
Endogenous VI
Dominant Firm upstream
Regulated Upstream
Bertrand downstream
Upstream response:

increased output



From Raising RivalsFrom Raising Rivals’’ Costs to SabotageCosts to Sabotage

Vertical structure non-integrated           Assumed VI              Endogenous

Upstream/
Downstream
Structure oligopoly                Monopoly/Cournot DF-CF/Bertrand 

Regulation No Yes Yes

Response of 
Upstream 
competitors Decrease output              No response Increase output

Salop & Scheffman Economides           Beard, Kaserman 
(1983)                   (1998)                  and Mayo (2001)



Overview of BKM ResultsOverview of BKM Results

An upstream dominant firm will have an incentive An upstream dominant firm will have an incentive 
to vertically integrate forward into a downstream to vertically integrate forward into a downstream 
Bertrand competitive industry. Bertrand competitive industry. 

This incentive for VI exists independent of This incentive for VI exists independent of 
whether the upstream stage is regulated or not.whether the upstream stage is regulated or not.

With regulation, vertical integration may carry With regulation, vertical integration may carry 
with it incentives for sabotage.with it incentives for sabotage.



The Determinants of SabotageThe Determinants of Sabotage

While sabotage is always profitable for While sabotage is always profitable for 
sufficiently binding upstream prices, it can be sufficiently binding upstream prices, it can be 
profitable with higher input pricesprofitable with higher input prices
Determinants:Determinants:
–– Elasticity of supply of fringe  (Elasticity of supply of fringe  (--))
–– Market Share of fringe (Market Share of fringe (--))
–– PCM of upstream input (PCM of upstream input (--))
–– CrossCross--price elasticity of retail goods (+)price elasticity of retail goods (+)
–– Lerner Index of retail offering of VI firm (+)Lerner Index of retail offering of VI firm (+)



““Never Theorize before the FactsNever Theorize before the Facts””

Early behavior in the US Early behavior in the US 
telecommunications Industry telecommunications Industry 
–– WeimanWeiman and Levin (1994); Gabel (1994)and Levin (1994); Gabel (1994)

HushHush--aa--PhonePhone
MCI EntryMCI Entry
US v. AT&TUS v. AT&T
Telecommunications Act of 1996 and Telecommunications Act of 1996 and 
beyond beyond 



Vertical restructuring of the US Vertical restructuring of the US 
Telecommunications IndustryTelecommunications Industry

Pre-divestiture

BOC

Long 
lines

Post-Divestiture

BOC

MCI AT&T MCI IXC



Long Distance TelecommunicationsLong Distance Telecommunications

PrePre--divestituredivestiture
–– Little or no consumer Little or no consumer 

choicechoice
–– AT&T share AT&T share –– 90%90%
–– One nationwide One nationwide 

networknetwork
–– Dialing disparityDialing disparity
–– No demonstrated No demonstrated 

ability of competitors ability of competitors 
to expandto expand

–– No demonstrated No demonstrated 
Willingness to switchWillingness to switch

–– CoastCoast--toto--coast call coast call ----
$.55/minute$.55/minute

2001 (RBOC re2001 (RBOC re--entry)entry)
–– Over 700 LD firms Over 700 LD firms 

(choice  typically >25)(choice  typically >25)
–– AT&T Share AT&T Share –– 40%40%
–– Dialing parityDialing parity
–– Scores of FacilitiesScores of Facilities--

based LD competitorsbased LD competitors
–– Demonstrated Demonstrated 

willingness to switchwillingness to switch
–– CoastCoast--toto--coast call coast call ≤≤

$.07/minute$.07/minute..



Recent Regulatory and Antitrust Recent Regulatory and Antitrust 
DevelopmentsDevelopments

The Telecommunications Act of 1996The Telecommunications Act of 1996
–– Theory (next slide)Theory (next slide)

»» FacilitiesFacilities--based, resale, UNEsbased, resale, UNEs

–– Practice Practice 
»» Initial interest in entry; now the beach is littered Initial interest in entry; now the beach is littered 

with bodieswith bodies
»» ““ShakeShake--outout”” or  or  ““ShakeShake--DownDown””

TrinkoTrinko



The Vision of PostThe Vision of Post--Act Act 
CompetitionCompetition

Pre-divestiture

BOC

Long 
lines

Post-Divestiture

BOC

MCI AT&T MCI IXC

Post-Act

BOC

LD
BOC

CLEC

LD



Sabotaging CompetitionSabotaging Competition
Virginia Virginia –– Cavalier TelephoneCavalier Telephone’’s s ““premature     premature     
disconnectsdisconnects””
Pennsylvania Pennsylvania –– intraintra--company billing (120 boxes company billing (120 boxes 
of paper per month)of paper per month)
NextLinkNextLink Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania: 
–– [over half our customers] [over half our customers] ““experienced severe business experienced severe business 

outagesoutages……that have lasted more than 20 minutesthat have lasted more than 20 minutes”” as a as a 
result of the processes put in place by BAresult of the processes put in place by BA--NJ (now NJ (now 
Verizon) for dealing with its retailVerizon) for dealing with its retail--stage competitors.stage competitors.

SBC fined for failure to provide nonSBC fined for failure to provide non--
discriminatory accessdiscriminatory access
Bell South found to have Bell South found to have ““Provided preferential Provided preferential 

and discriminatory service to itself and to the and discriminatory service to itself and to the 
detriment of other customers.detriment of other customers.””



Verizon Communications v. Law Verizon Communications v. Law 
Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLPOffices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP

The CaseThe Case
Verizon was obligated to provide Verizon was obligated to provide OSSsOSSs in a nonin a non--
discriminatory fashion to itself and competitors.  discriminatory fashion to itself and competitors.  
Competitors experienced lost and delayed orders Competitors experienced lost and delayed orders 
in violation of Telecommunications Act.in violation of Telecommunications Act.
–– Are VerizonAre Verizon’’s failures to comply with Sect. 251 and s failures to comply with Sect. 251 and 

271 of the TA of 1996 within the reach of antitrust?271 of the TA of 1996 within the reach of antitrust?
–– Regulation can create immunity, but Regulation can create immunity, but ““savings clausesavings clause””
–– ““[[N]othingN]othing in this Act or the amendments made by this in this Act or the amendments made by this 

Act shall be construed to modify, impair or supercede Act shall be construed to modify, impair or supercede 
the applicability of the antitrust laws.the applicability of the antitrust laws.””



Verizon Communications v. Law Verizon Communications v. Law 
Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLPOffices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP

The CourtThe Court
–– Sees the Sees the ““savings clausesavings clause”” as potentially limiting the as potentially limiting the 

applicability of antitrustapplicability of antitrust
»» Any antitrust application that Any antitrust application that ““creates new claimscreates new claims”” is seen by is seen by 

the Court to the Court to ““modifymodify”” existing law and is therefore outside existing law and is therefore outside 
the reach of antitrust.the reach of antitrust.

»» Acknowledges Acknowledges GrinnellGrinnell, but frames case as , but frames case as ““duty to dealduty to deal””
»» Precedent is Precedent is AspenAspen (at outer boundary) of duty to deal (at outer boundary) of duty to deal 
»» In In AspenAspen there was prior history of cooperation there was prior history of cooperation –– in in TrinkoTrinko , , 

no prior historyno prior history
»» Therefore, canTherefore, can’’t judge motivation for Verizont judge motivation for Verizon’’s behavior.  s behavior.  

““competitive zealcompetitive zeal”” v. anticompetitive malicev. anticompetitive malice””
–– Existence of regulation and costs of antitrust limit Existence of regulation and costs of antitrust limit 

benefits of antitrustbenefits of antitrust



Verizon Communications v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLPVerizon Communications v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP
Problems with Problems with TrinkoTrinko
–– ““duty to dealduty to deal”” framework is too narrowframework is too narrow

»» monopoly leveraging, erecting barriers to potential entrants, monopoly leveraging, erecting barriers to potential entrants, 
discriminatory conduct (Sabotage)discriminatory conduct (Sabotage)

–– Even within duty to deal framework, both the Act and legal preceEven within duty to deal framework, both the Act and legal precedent  dent  
bring Verizonbring Verizon’’s conduct within existing antitrusts conduct within existing antitrust

»» Legal obligation from Act  Legal obligation from Act  -- in lieu of alternative demonstration of in lieu of alternative demonstration of 
duty to deal duty to deal 

»» Exemption from duty to deal Exemption from duty to deal ““[[E]xistsE]xists only if there are legitimate only if there are legitimate 
reasons for the refusalreasons for the refusal”” Eastman KodakEastman Kodak

–– CourtCourt’’s inference of no benchmark of cooperative behavior is too s inference of no benchmark of cooperative behavior is too 
restrictive restrictive 

»» Economic (next slide)Economic (next slide)
»» Legal  Legal  -- existence of prior cooperative arrangements existence of prior cooperative arrangements ““are not preare not pre--

requisites for a refusalrequisites for a refusal--toto--deal claimdeal claim”” CovadCovad v. BellSouthv. BellSouth (11(11thth

Circuit)Circuit)

–– If there is a dutyIf there is a duty--toto--deal, then deviations in price, terms or conditions deal, then deviations in price, terms or conditions 
from competitive benchmarks are within scope of antitrust (from competitive benchmarks are within scope of antitrust (Terminal Terminal 
RailroadRailroad). ). 



Benchmark the Benchmark the ““Duty to DealDuty to Deal””
Competitive cooperation

Anticompetitive refusal to deal

The Benchmark period

“Regulated” refusal to deal 

The “Aspen Slide”
1996 Telecom. Act

Competitive cooperation

The Assessment period

Competitive

Monopoly



CourtCourt’’s focus on s focus on ““existenceexistence”” of regulation and of regulation and 
““costscosts”” of antitrustof antitrust

““ExistenceExistence”” is irrelevant because of is irrelevant because of ““savings clausesavings clause””

The mere The mere ““existenceexistence’’ of regulatory structure has been shown to be ineffective of regulatory structure has been shown to be ineffective 
against anticompetitive practicesagainst anticompetitive practices

Economic literature demonstrates that structure of industry and Economic literature demonstrates that structure of industry and regulation may regulation may 
create incentives for anticompetitive behavior (Sabotage)create incentives for anticompetitive behavior (Sabotage)

““That canThat can’’t be a $20 billt be a $20 bill”” (anticompetitive) behavior(anticompetitive) behavior

TA intended that we move away from regulation (TA intended that we move away from regulation (““[[W]eW]e must rely on the must rely on the 
bipartisan principles of antitrust law in order to move as quickbipartisan principles of antitrust law in order to move as quickly as possible toward ly as possible toward 
competition in all segments of the telecommunications industry, competition in all segments of the telecommunications industry, and away from and away from 
regulation.regulation.”” Sen. ThurmondSen. Thurmond

““treble damagestreble damages”” (antitrust) v. actual damages (regulation)(antitrust) v. actual damages (regulation)

A case where regulation worked A case where regulation worked –– But consider BellSouth anticompetitive optional But consider BellSouth anticompetitive optional 
tariffs (1999 ff. conduct, FCC decides Dec. 2004)tariffs (1999 ff. conduct, FCC decides Dec. 2004)

Costs of antitrust (assumes that antitrust is misapplied)Costs of antitrust (assumes that antitrust is misapplied)



PolicyPolicy ImplicationsImplications

Vertical Integration by an upstream dominant firm Vertical Integration by an upstream dominant firm 
can create incentives and opportunity for sabotagecan create incentives and opportunity for sabotage
Options:Options:
–– Prevent vertical integrationPrevent vertical integration
–– Allow vertical integration and regulateAllow vertical integration and regulate
–– Condition VI on reduced threat of sabotage Condition VI on reduced threat of sabotage ---- effective effective 

competition upstreamcompetition upstream
–– Ensure that sabotage is an actionable offense in both Ensure that sabotage is an actionable offense in both 

regulatory and competition policy venuesregulatory and competition policy venues
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“Now that I am here, we’ll turn this program 
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